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Looking BackLesson3
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In this unit, you developed skill in interpreting and representing surfaces in three
dimensions. In the process, you investigated the usefulness of contour diagrams
and cross sections as means to represent and analyze complex three-dimensional
shapes. Analysis of cross sections of a double cone led to an alternate way of
thinking about special curves you had previously studied—the circle, ellipse,
parabola, and hyperbola.

The introduction of a three-dimensional coordinate system enabled you to
explore and formalize analogs of important geometric ideas in two-space includ-
ing distance, symmetry, and graphs of equations. Although three-dimensional
graphing software and calculators with similar capabilities enable you to produce
graphs of three-dimensional surfaces, being able to visualize the cross sections
and intercepts was essential in interpreting the images. In this final lesson, you
will review and consolidate your understanding of these key concepts and skills.

1. The Los Caballos Trail in the
White Mountains in Arizona is
a loop trail for hiking, moun-
tain biking, and horseback
riding. The trail is about 14
miles long. Use the informa-
tion in the contour map at the
top of the next page to help
complete the following tasks.

a. Estimate the altitudes of the
Joe Tank and the Morgan Tank.

b. Estimate the altitude of the trail head at the star.

c. Forest Road 140 (FR 140) drops steadily between FR 300 and FR 136.
How far does it drop?

d. Which parts of the trail show the greatest changes in elevation?

e. What do the closed curves in the upper left-hand portion of the map rep-
resent?

f. Explain why the contour lines in this map and those in other contour dia-
grams in this unit never cross each other.
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2. Prior to the Pathfinder mission and landing of the rover (shown below) on
Mars in July 1997, research scientists worked with altitude data from earlier
satellite space probes. The altitude data below is from a space probe of the
region of Mars near Tiu Vallis at 8˚ N, 24˚ W (UTM –46,080 � 15,360). Data
points were taken at 180-foot intervals.

4792 4292 3998 3998 3996 3996 3996 3998 3998

4938 4534 4128 3998 3998 3998 3998 3998 4248

4740 4518 4294 4070 3998 3998 3998 4248 4748

4666 4512 4358 4222 4154 4136 4236 4718 5038

4626 4508 4392 4336 4314 4352 4484 4808 5042

4618 4524 4472 4464 4484 4592 4750 5018 5122

4606 4538 4548 4562 4602 4728 4926 5086 5186

4610 4622 4648 4688 4770 4932 5082 5196 5292

4678 4710 4752 4822 4942 5086 5206 5316 5402

4752 4796 4858 4954 5086 5216 5332 5434 5512

a. Choose an appropriate contour interval for drawing a contour map of the
region using these data. Draw the corresponding map.

b. Write a description of this region of Mars.

c. Sketch and describe a vertical cross section from left to right across the
middle of the region.
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3. Identify the conic section represented by each equation or graph below.

� In the case of an equation, rewrite the equation in standard form and use
properties revealed by the equation to sketch the graph.

� In the case of a graph, write the corresponding equation.

a. 9x2 – 16y2 = 144 b. 2x2 + 2y2 – 8x + 12y – 36 = 0

c. d.

4. Complete the following tasks in the context of a three-dimensional coordi-
nate system.

a. Suppose you are standing above the xy-plane at the point P(5, 8, 3) and
looking at the point Q(1, –3, 5). Are you looking up or down? How far is
point Q from point P?

b. Describe the set of points whose distance from the y-axis is 4. What equa-
tion describes this set of point(s)?

c. Which of the points A(3, 1, –2), B(2, –3, 0), or C(–10, 0, 0) is closest to
the yz-plane? Which point(s) are on the xy-plane?

d. Find the equation of a sphere of radius 5 with center at the origin. What is
the equation of a congruent sphere with center at (1, –3, 2)?

5. Consider the plane with equation 6x + 4y + 3z = 24.

a. Sketch the plane.

b. How would you describe the horizontal cross sections of this plane?

c. Write the equation of a plane parallel to the given plane.

d. Write the equation of a plane that intersects the given plane at its yz-trace.

6. A surface has the equation x2 + 4y2 + 16z2 = 64.

a. Find the equations of the traces.

b. Find the intercepts.

c. Describe all symmetries.

d. What curves do planes perpendicular to the z-axis form with the surface?

e. Sketch the surface.
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7. Match each equation with one of the following surfaces.

a. 4x2 + 9y2 = 36z

b. 36x2 + 16y2 – 9z2 = 144

c. 12x + 2y – 9z = 36

d. 9(x – 3)2 + 4(y – 6)2 + 2(z – 4)2 = 36

e. 6x + 4y = 24

i. ii.

iii. iv.

v.

8. Which of the surfaces in Task 7 can be interpreted as surfaces of revolution
about a coordinate axis? Explain your reasoning.
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Checkpoint

In this unit, you added new methods for representing and analyzing surfaces
to your toolkit. This included extending coordinate methods of a plane to
three-dimensional space.

Describe how to use altitude data to draw a contour map of the surface
of a region.

Conic sections are special intersections of a plane with the surface of a
double cone. For each conic section:

� Describe geometrically how it is formed.

� Describe how it can be defined in terms of a specified distance con-
dition in a plane.

� Give its standard form algebraic representation.

� Describe an application of the curve.

Compare the manner in which the following concepts are modeled in
two-space and in three-space:

� point � distance

� midpoint � plane

� symmetry � quadratic equations

What strategies would you use to sketch a graph or check the reason-
ableness of a technology-produced graph of a three-dimensional sur-
face represented by an equation in three variables? In two variables?

Describe and illustrate cylindrical surfaces and surfaces of revolution.

Be prepared to share your descriptions and thinking with

the entire class.

On Your Own

Write, in outline form, a summary of the important mathematical concepts and
methods developed in this unit. Organize your summary so that it can be used as
a quick reference in future work.
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